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Abstract: Offshore oil and gas (O&G) production is typically powered by local diesel engines or
gas turbines. Power-from-shore (PFS) is an alternative that takes advantage of onshore renewable
production and reduces greenhouse emissions but is limited to bespoke projects that are tailored to
the characteristics of each site. This lack of repetition leads to an increase in the construction risk,
delivery time, and lifecycle costs, therefore limiting their large-scale deployment. Furthermore, the
absence of standardized designs is also notorious in mature applications such as offshore wind farms
(OWF) despite their long-standing track record, with the negative consequences extensively covered
in the literature. This research paper addresses offshore transmission standardization in two parts.
First, by providing the scientific community with a review of the existing offshore O&G production
and substations and secondly, by outlining a lean optioneering algorithm for the cost-optimized and
technically feasible selection of the key design criteria. The exercise is centred on the main limiting
component of the transmission systems—the cables. As such, it addresses their operational range
and the cost to calculate the most effective configuration in terms of voltage and rated power. The
end goal, based on the spread of connection proposals, is to cluster the candidates to a limited set of
grid connection options, the achievement of which the model has been shown to be adequate.

Keywords: oil and gas; power-from-shore; renewable energy; HVAC; HVDC; offshore grids

1. Introduction
1.1. Hypothesis

Offshore facilities are responsible for about 30% of oil and gas (O&G) production
output. On-board power generation is typically based on diesel or gas turbines, often
with a combined rating of several hundred MW [1,2]. Such power sources have efficiency
ratios as low as 30%, in contrast to inland power generation that generally has a higher
efficiency [3,4].

Two of the most common alternatives for powering these sites use local renewable
generation in the form of offshore wind farms (OWF) [3,5] or power from shore (PFS)
systems, based on high voltage alternated current (HVAC) or high voltage direct current
(HVDC) [6]. Our proposal is to approach the offshore transmission design in a standardized
fashion with the goal of reducing the cost of entry for O&G applications, as well as to
increase the reliability and efficiency of the power supply setup.

From a technical standpoint, PFS systems require, in most cases, the use of both
offshore and onshore substations and a cable interconnection between them. Onshore
transmission systems are traditionally designed according to the requirements of their
respective national transmission system operator (TSO) and thus already benefit from a
high degree of standardization.

In contrast, however, offshore high voltage substations (OHVS) are tailored to the
characteristics of each project developer (developer build concept) or to the interconnection
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operator (TSO build concept), and as such they do not share the same benefits. This leads to
low design repetition and therefore to an increase in the initial capital investment (CAPEX)
and lifetime operational costs (OPEX) [7].

1.2. Research Plan

Overall, our research is intended to address the following questions:

• To what degree can offshore infrastructure benefit from standardization?
• What is the impact of standardization on the overall cost and reliability?
• What is the potential and solutions for a larger scale deployment?

The master plan to address this gap is to define a set of standardized engineering
conceptual modules—further referred to as voltage and power envelops—which can be
used solely and also combined for the preliminary design of offshore substation solutions.
The analysis is a two-fold combination of the technical and economic aspects of the problem.
It will encompass a review of most of the existing offshore substation portfolio associated
to PFS and OWF, the cable solutions available in the market, their technical limitations, and
associated costs. The main contributions of this paper are therefore:

• An estimation of the power requirements of offshore O&G sites based on the installed base;
• A design of an optioneering model to select adequate AC or DC voltage level and cables;
• The definition of a limited set of AC and DC power/voltage envelopes towards

standardization.

On the transmission side, because the voltage and rating of AC systems are capped by
the cable used, a conventional cable model based on distributed parameters, together with a
set of the most important AC technical limitations, will be used to determine the operating
range of the voltage/power HVAC envelopes. The cost of the solution will refine and
further restrict the operating range, finally confirming the break-even point for the HVDC
alternative. Regarding the power requirements for the O&G site candidates, those will be
clustered within these envelopes to validate their accuracy. Ultimately, the power rating
required and the distance to shore shall determine the technology and setup to be used.

It is expected that this will allow developers to select the most cost-effective configura-
tion depending on the production rate and the distance to shore of each site, and therefore
reduce the CAPEX and OPEX of the energy supply setup. OHVS suppliers may optimize
the engineering, increase project replication, and reduce execution risk.

1.3. Paper Organization

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the literature review. Section 3
shows the results of our review of the existing O&G and OWF portfolio, both in terms of
existing substations, as well as candidate sites for PFS which will provide the substance
for the model. Section 4 details the methods, particularly the models of the transmission
systems used in the optimization exercise as well as the final optioneering tool itself.
The resulting standardized modules for AC and DC are calculated in Section 5 and the
conclusions are captured in Section 6.

2. Literature Review

In general, contributions towards the standardization of PFS are limited, this is partic-
ularly so in terms of holistic approaches regarding the voltage level and power ratings to
be used across multiple project sites.

The available literature is heavily concentrated on improving substation design, yet not
on the standardization of the ratings used, and is focusing heavily on onshore transmission
systems. At the same time, there is limited information available on the production-specific
rating of offshore production sites. The latter must be estimated based on the existing
PFS-connected sites, which, as seen before, may carry a project-specific bias.

Our review further outlined and covered the performance and limitations of HVAC
and HVDC systems that were built mostly as a result of knowledge gained from OWF
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research, their correlation with offshore O&G production, and ultimately the PFS concepts
and their on-going modularization efforts.

There are multiple reviews available regarding the use of both HVAC and HVDC
for OWF, as well as, for several oil and gas production sites. The review presented in [7]
explains the substantial variability of the design standards, national technical frameworks,
and commercial limitations, and includes the actual cost allocation to the multiple stake-
holders involved during development and operation. Additionally, though patterns are
emerging, several types of solutions are still being deployed offshore, including conven-
tional offshore substations (usually self-standing and serving as the collector point for the
offshore arrays), integrated substations (combining HVAC and HVDC infrastructure in the
same substation) and offshore transformer modules (OTM).

As mentioned in [1] offshore O&G production sites may range upwards of several
hundred MW and share many characteristics with large-scale OWF, thus the interest and
feasibility of paring them together. The significant power requirements and the long
distance limit the application of HVAC due to the high charging current in the cables and
the voltage required to make the voltage/power envelope feasible, as validated in [8].

Small-scale OWFs are usually rated between 100–400 MW, located up to approximately
50 km from the shoreline and are based on HVAC (frequently 115 or 230 kV). Large-scale
OWFs (which may be rated upwards of 1000 MW) are commonly positioned around
50–100 km from shore and may thus require the use of HVDC for the grid connection
(frequently ±320 kVDC) [9–11]. The extensive use of HVDC in OWFs is also validated
in [12]. By following on the research detailed in [13] it can also be observed that OWF
projects located close to shore are typically connected via HVAC and may not require an
offshore substation. For longer distances, HVDC is required. Concerning HVAC, multiple
lessons learned from the use of reactive power compensation regarding solution and ratings
have also been considered [14].

The comparative economic review of these solutions is also solid, and examples are
included in [15,16]. The first reference provides a comprehensive HVDC optioneering
review for a recent OWF, inclusive of reference costs for the major components which are
considered in the current study. The second reference provides an extensive review of OWF
projects in Europe and addresses the costs of the stations, transmission cables, reactive
power compensation and valuation of losses for the different solutions. As such, the novelty
factor is the combination of the technical and economic feasibility of these with the offshore
O&G production site candidates to thus decide the best grid connection to be used.

Regarding the comparison between HVAC and HVDC offshore transmission, several
advantages point to the latter. Though a higher voltage is usually recommended to reduce
the ohmic losses, in the case of HVAC, this also means an increased cable capacitance,
which limits the maximum distance allowed (around 55–80 km). This is also validated
in [17–20], in which HVDC is shown to be more economic for distances, particularly those
based on modular multilevel converter (MMC) architecture.

Additionally, it has been observed in [21] that, though HVDC is usually challenged
from the commercial standpoint, the limitations for HVAC are mostly technical and there-
fore significantly harder to mitigate. This has led to HVDC becoming less prominent than
HVDC, as the deployment of these systems offshore is deemed impractical for distances
above 80 km. This has consolidated HVDC as the go-to solution for long overhead trans-
mission lines (OHL) (upwards of 800 km), long distance subsea cables or asynchronous
grid interconnections.

The limitations of HVAC versus HVDC are further addressed in [22], which shows
that, due to the higher capacitance of subsea HVAC cables, there is a risk of resonance
between the offshore and onshore grids, which may distort the voltage and ultimately
damage the system. Additionally, since AC grids on both ends are synchronized, any faults
on each end will propagate to the other end. HVAC cables are also usually more expensive,
added to the fact that a minimum of three are required.
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Concerning cables, another disadvantage of HVAC is the Ferranti effect during low-
load conditions or sudden power flow reduction, as well as the reactive power compensa-
tion required. These risks do not exist in the DC alternative, with the additional upside of
the latter having a faster control of voltage, and of active and reactive power (in the AC
side of the converters).

Although HVAC is still predominant, there is a growing use of HVDC for OWF due to
the limitations of the latter, particularly the VSC-based solutions [23] and including several
multi-terminal topologies [24,25]. Another relevant finding is that a significant portion of
the existing offshore HVDC connections has a single-pole design (metallic return path via
electrodes) [26].

Regarding the technology that is particularly used for OWFs, the application of voltage-
sourced converter (VSC) HVDC is evident in the concomitant decrease in use of the
conventional line-commutated converter (LCC). This is due to several factors, including
the fact that HVDC-VSC allows for a grid “black-start” (no need for alternated current (AC)
voltage to be present at both ends), that no reactive power support is needed (although
filtering to a certain scale is still necessary), and that there is improved and faster control of
the voltage and power flow in the DC part [27].

Another approach often mentioned [21] for offshore HVDC is the deployment of
back-bones, which may interconnect several sites at the same time. In this case, a single
offshore link would serve as a collector system for multiple HVDC or HVAC offshore
sites, whether those are OWF or O&G. This is of particular interest since it facilitates the
combination of OWF to power O&G sites.

There are already some examples of the deployment of HVDC for power-from-shore,
particularly in the North Sea [3], these include the Troll A, Valhall and Johan Sverdrup
fields/platforms, all of which are based on voltage-sourced converters HVDC (HVDC-
VSC). Different topologies are also addressed in the same review along with an individual
reliability assessment. The same is true for OWFs such as the Borwin 1 and 2 and the
Dolwin 1 and 2.

The Troll A case study is detailed in [28] and was the first of its kind for this type of
application, serving as a stepping-stone for the later development of a similar solution for
the Valhall field. The differentiating factor is that this research also reviews the challenges
faced, such as the higher personal safety standards, the harsh sea environment and the
coordination required between the power grid and the plant control system.

The Valhall field case study presented in [29] and reviewed in [30] is also based on
HVDC-VSC and shares the same design considerations as Troll, such as the modular and
highly compact design installed directly on the offshore platform. After five years of
operation, the system was deemed as having an “excellent performance”.

The Martin Linge field, on the other hand, is still a testimony, under very specific
conditions, to the suitability of HVAC [31]. This system is the longest HVAC PFS in
operation, with a cable step-out distance of 161km and a rated power of 55MW. However,
the reactive power compensation required varies between 50–75 MVAr—higher than
the active power demand—and is based on the combination of a 50 MVAr static-var
compensation (SVC) and a shunt reactor, both installed offshore. The implementation of
additional design measures were also required for protection system coordination and for
offshore cable monitoring.

References on onshore [32] and offshore [27,33–35] transmission systems and substa-
tion optimization were also reviewed. While the references found are frequently focused
on the optimization of the offshore collector system of OWFs, the latter three present
multiple algorithm approaches for substation placement and grid layout optimization and
a distinct approach based on energy production and operational losses, while providing
methods to address the uncertainty of OWF output. These models feature probabilistic and
deterministic approaches.

Additional references [36] confirm the lack of an optimized and standard approach
to PFS projects while attempting to develop models and tools that would allow for a
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holistic approach to offshore grid connection selection and design. Alternatives, such
as interconnections between platforms, were found to be less effective than a PFS or
satellite OWF.

Other references [37] also acknowledge the lack of a standardized design concept,
especially for HVDC, and call for attention on the platform size and system maintenance,
while the costs are concentrated on civil engineering and installation. These references situ-
ate an overall break-even point between HVAC and HVDC at roughly 100 km from shore
but do not elaborate on a possible optimization based in installed base or market potential.

The modular design has proved successful before, as outlined in [38]. Although the
complexity of standardization is acknowledged, multiple modularization use-cases are
presented, maximizing, in several instances, the advantages of compact gas-insulated
switchgear (GIS) and digital substations. The modular concept used is a pre-engineered
solution which can be deployed individually or in a combination of modules to provide a
complete turn-key modular substation. Multiple strategies to build offshore models and
optimization tools for substations have also been reviewed [39,40].

Finally, the design and therefore the rating of a PFS must consider the lifetime operat-
ing conditions to minimize not only losses but also over-sizing. Other measures are the
minimization of offshore auxiliary areas, such as accommodation, which are replaced by
emergency over-night stay areas, workshops and storage.

Finally, in some cases, due to the limitations of the cranes used for installing single-lift
solutions, preference could be given to self-installing solutions. Lessons learned from
recent HVDC projects have also been reviewed [41]. PFS solutions [42], as well as hybrid
approaches (e.g., offshore heat generation combined with PFS) [4], were also confirmed to
bring the most effective reduction of CO2 emissions.

CO2 taxation has been identified as a decisive factor in the evaluation of PFS [43] and
affects the total life cycle assessment (LCA) cost. Due to the high variance in factors such
as the offshore fuel cost and the said taxation across the world, our study only takes the
CAPEX evaluation as a decision criterion. The impact of the onshore grid development [44],
the offshore substation positioning and cable routing [45] are also noted, both impacting
the overall design, particularly where a multi-platform scenario would be considered.

Another conclusion found in [46] is that having a clear interface means that modu-
larization will not compromise competitiveness and builders can thus make use of the
significant product portfolio available. From a life cycle perspective, the modular approach
also takes advantage of the long service life of the main components of the substation, such
as power transformers and the protection, control, and monitoring system. This means
that not only is the overall reliability high, as the interfaces are standardized, but it is also
significantly easier to replace a component (sub-module).

3. Research Material

The foundation of the optioneering model detailed further in this research is the
existing offshore portfolio, which comprises two stages. First, by identifying the existing
OHVS (both OWF and PFS) and respective cable systems, it is possible to understand
the solutions usually deployed and the corresponding project characteristics. Secondly,
the parts of the offshore O&G portfolio are to be classified as candidates and their power
requirements estimated based on an indicative power-to-production ratio drawn from
existing PFS in operation.

3.1. OHVS and PFS Installed Base

Research from 160 sites worldwide represented in Figure 1 shows that the OHVS data
gathered has grown significantly since 2010 both in number of sites as well as in power
rating, with additional projects ongoing for applications in both OWF and O&G [47]. The
cumulative number of OHVS commissioned yearly (dark red line), plus their individual
power ratings and year of commissioning, are also illustrated (dots). These are colour-coded
based on their application.
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Figure 1. Quantity and power rating of offshore connections built between 2000–2025 (expected).
Source: authors’ own investigation based on several sources.

The breakdown of these existing sites in voltage/power envelopes is represented in
Figure 2. More than 80% of the sample data pertains to HVAC substations. Therein a
concentration of about 84% on the 132, 150 and 220 kV levels was found, with total power
rating ranges of up to 1500 MW. On the MV side, the 33 kV level is predominantly used,
with lower voltages also being used in some cases.
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Figure 2. HVAC and HVDC OHVS portfolio based on their power/voltage rating. Source: authors’
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HVDC connections on the other hand are positioned across almost all the voltage
range up to 320 kVDC with an interesting concentration of the 60–80 kVDC range, whereas
their power ratings go up to 200 MW. The number of DC PFS is limited and was already
addressed to some extent in the literature review; The voltage mentioned for the DC sites is
the one of the DC link.

Most of the PFS evaluated are rated at up to 100 MVA and half of those based in
HVDC. Extremely large wind farms, which are supplied via HVDC, are connected at up to
300 kVDC and 900 MW. Figure 3. represents the same offshore substations based in their
distance/rating tuples.
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3.2. Evaluation of O&G Portfolio

The rated power and daily output of existing PFS-connected sites is shown in Figure 4.
The ratio PBoE between the PFS rating and the daily output (in barrels of oil-equivalent,
BoE) varies from 0.14 to 4.55 MW/kBoE (there are identifiable artifacts in the sample data,
for example due to the expansion foreseen for the Johan Sverdrup and Nasr field location
at the time the offshore link was erected). A logarithmic trendline over the power/oil
production output tuples provided the approximate regression.
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Figure 4. Regression of the production/power rating ratio.

The power requirement Pe can therefore be calculated based on the equivalent oil pro-
duction level of each site pBoE by using the expression from said logarithmic trendline (1).
This correlation allows us to calculate a set of coefficients later used to estimate the rated
power of candidate sites (which are those currently based in onboard generation), as
in Figure 5.

Pe = 13.011 ln pBoE − 59.649 (1)
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The review extended to over 1000 locations, from which roughly 100 had sufficient
data for evaluation at this stage, which was undertaken via web scraping of a combination
of project press, governmental and corporate reports. The candidates are represented in
Figure 5, inclusive of their distribution along the power and distance range and separated
according to their status.

A minimum power rating evaluation threshold of 10 MW was established for very
low production sites, whereas “Initial” stage sites have not reached their peak production,
as the ones in the “Full” stage have. “Closed” sites are not valid candidates since they are
being or have been decommissioned. Despite some outliers, there is a strong concentration
(around 64%) on the ratings between 50–80 MW, whereas the remaining sites are mostly
positioned from 30–50 MW and 80–100 MW. However, the distance ranges up to about
450 km. About 49% of the sites are in the “Project” stage, meaning that the PFS can be
considered in the initial design optioneering.

4. Research Method

This section focuses on the grid access optioneering model as outlined in Figure 6.

4.1. Cable Portfolio

The operational boundaries of a transmission solution are mainly dependent on the
cable system used. The review is based on a known cable manufacturer as in [48,49], due
to their extensive standard range in both AC—10–275 kV (3-core cables) and 220–400 kV
(3-core cables), up to 1000 and 1600 mm2 respectively—and DC—80, 150 and 300 kVDC, up
to 3000 mm2.

4.2. Model Reference Data

The data on the model are composed of primary and secondary databases. These are
the existing offshore substations (namely their voltage and rating), the offshore O&G candi-
dates (with estimated rated power), and finally the HVAC and HVDC cables. Secondary
databases, including the reference guidelines and regulations (Table 1), the initial conditions
and failure triggers of the HVAC transmission (Tables 2 and 3—in next section), as well
as the cost elements for the HVAC and HVDC transmission from (Tables 4 and 5—next
section) were also incorporated.
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4.3. HVAC Transmission Model

Due to their characteristics, cables cap the maximum power transmission as well as
the maximum step-out distance allowed. The voltage/power envelopes are calculated
based on the transmission line model reviewed in [50] whose equations are represented in
(2) and simplified in (3). In this model, the line impedance coefficients ABCD incorporate
the distance factor of each site.[

Ur

Ir

]
=

cosh
√

ZLYT
ZLsinh

√
ZLYT√

ZLYT

YTsinh
√

ZLYT√
ZLYT

cosh
√

ZLYT

 [Ue

Ie

]
(2)

[
Ur
Ir

]
=

[
A −B
−C D

] [
Ue
Ie

]
(3)

Wherein the line impedance parameters are calculated as in (4) and (5):

ZL = (R + jXL) l (4)

YT = (G + jB) l (5)

The additional variables are calculated as detailed in (6)–(10):

Pr = 3 Ur Ir cos ϕ (6)

Qr = 3 Ur Ir sin ϕ (7)

U0 = A Ue (8)

I0 = −C Ue (9)

ϕ = ϕUr − ϕUe (10)
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4.4. HVAC Transmission Initial Conditions and Triggers

The assumptions and pre-conditions of the model (Tables 2 and 3), are supported in
the references presented in Table 2.

Table 1. DNV-GL regulations and guidelines for offshore substations and cables.

Regulation or Guideline Document Description

DNVGL-ST-0145 Offshore substations
DNVGL-RP-0046 Qualification of HVDC technologies
DNVGL-RP-0423 Manufacturing and commissioning of offshore substations
DNVGL-ST-0359 Subsea power cables for wind power plants
DNVGL-RP-F401 Electrical power cables in subsea applications

CIGRE Technical Brochure 483 Guidelines for the design and construction of AC OSS for WPP
DNV-OS-J201 Offshore substations for wind farms

Commission Regulation (EU) 2016/631 ENTSO-E Network code on requirements for generators

The source documents are those identified in the “Regulation or Guideline” column.
The authors have incorporated the guidelines and standards from regulatory bodies such
as DNV-GL (one of the most recognized testing and certification bodies in the offshore
electrical industry), CIGRÉ and the European Commission, especially in the model con-
struction and optioneering algorithm boundaries. Also projects where renewables are
directly interconnected with O&G platforms were considered [51].

Table 2. Initial conditions for HVAC transmission model.

Variable Units Initial Value Comments References

Rated voltage % 100

Cable de-rating % 80 Combined factor due to installation conditions
(e.g., temperature, depth, pressure, etc.) [49,52]

Cable loading % 80

Power factor N/A 1.0 Typical power factor at offshore
production facilities is 0.7 [53]

Table 3. List of failure-triggering conditions for HVAC transmission model.

Trigger Units Trigger Value Comments References

Max./Min.
Voltage % 90–105 Voltage stability requirement for AC-connected

offshore power park modules [54]

Cable rating % 100 Current shall not exceed the thermal limit
inclusive of any de-rating factors [50]

No-load current % 100 Current shall not exceed the thermal limit
inclusive of any de-rating factors [50,55]

No-load voltage % 95–105 Voltage stability requirement for AC-connected
offshore power park modules [54,55]

Static stability º 30 The voltage angles between the remote ends
shall not lead to loss of synchronization [50]

The key deciding triggers are the increase in voltage along land or subsea cables under
no-load conditions (also referred as the Ferranti effect, due to the capacitive characteristics
of such cables [55]) and the stability criteria, as the lack of proper reactive power support
may lead to voltage collapse (remote end’s active power demand and power factor) [50].
The typical power factor of offshore platforms is 0.7 (inductive). It has, however, been
identified that this offsets the capacitive characteristic of the cable, and since it depends on
the operating conditions of the site, a power factor of 1.0 was used in the model.
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4.5. HVDC Transmission Model

DC solutions do not have the same limitations, especially in terms of maximum
distance, as found in HVAC [56] and for that reason they are the answer for the unaddressed
market of the former—from a technical standpoint, the HVDC alternative can provide
energy access to any candidates. The basic transmission equations of HVDC are included
in (11) and (12).

IDC =
UDC2 −UDC1

RL
(11)

P1
DC = PDC2 + RL IDC2

2 (12)

The voltage and current in the transmission system are calculated based on the equiv-
alent DC circuit. The maximum distance of DC applications is only capped by the thermal
limits of the power cables and voltage drop, which can in normal conditions be compen-
sated by the remote end converters. The voltage/power envelopes can be directly drafted
from the existing cable portfolio.

4.6. Optioneering Model

For each candidate, the algorithm will calculate the possibilities via AC and DC.
Reactive power compensation is estimated (within the thermal limits of the cables) to
extend the AC range. The maximum distance dmaxk for each cable is determined in (14)
based on the minimum value of distances xtrigg for each variable value ytrigg that matches
the trigger values in Table 3 as in (13).

xtrigg = x1 +
(
ytrigg − y1

) (x2 − x1)

(y2 − y1)
(13)

dmaxk = min
(
xtrigg1, xtrigg2 . . . xtriggn

)
(14)

Figure 7 exemplifies how the maximum distance (16) is calculated based on each
triggered distance (15):
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The compensation typically required for HVAC subsea cables is of the inductive
kind—QVAR is calculated, based on the reactive power value at the distance of failure
Qrdmax as shown in Figure 8, to be located 100% onshore and incorporated in the model as
in [57]. This calculation accounts for the admissible current of the cable, by calculating the
ratio Cratio—that way, the maximum compensation current which can be injected in the
cable without triggering the cable rating from Table 3, (15) and (16) is assessed:

Cratio =
IM − Ir

IM
(15)

QVAR = Cratio Qrdmax (16)
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Figure 8. Calculation of VAR regulation.

The equivalent shunt reactor is calculated and introduced by adjusting the admittance
coefficient YT as in Figure 9.
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The AC solutions which cannot meet the required power rating and/or fail the mini-
mum distance are discarded and the DC alternative is utilized instead. The results will then
be clustered by the transmission technology used, voltage level and cable size, showing the
respective count of sites that can be connected.

4.7. Cost Models for HVAC and HVDC

For both HVAC and HVDC costing, aside from the initial review, a large sample of
data were addressed, combining the data from multiple sources combining both commer-
cial projects and academic research [12,58–62]. The cost coefficient ranges presented in
Tables 4 and 5 will be used for the economic evaluation of the proposed modules.

Table 4. Cost coefficients for HVAC offshore transmission systems.

Land Cable (Supply
and Installation)

[MUSD/MVA × km]

Submarine Cable
(Supply and
Installation)

[MUSD/MVA × km]

Onshore
Substation

(EPCI)
[MUSD/MW]

Offshore
Substation

(EPCI)
[MUSD/MW]

VAR
Compensation

(SVC-Type)
[MUSD/MVAr]

Development and
Other Costs [%]

4.4 4.6 0.054 0.194 0.1 9.0

Table 5. Cost coefficients for HVDC offshore transmission systems.

Land Cable
(Supply & Installation)

[MUSD/MVA × km]

Submarine Cable
(Supply & Installation)

[MUSD/MVA × km]

Onshore Substation
(EPCI)

[MUSD/MW]

Offshore Substation
(EPCI)

[MUSD/MW]
Development and
Other Costs [%]

2.9 3.1 0.137 0.277 9.0
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For the feasibility evaluation, as it is captured in the optioneering algorithm, only
the initial capital expenditure (CAPEX) is calculated and is used to rank the AC, the
compensated AC and the DC proposals. For the CAPEX of each connection alternative
cn, the subsystems detailed in Table 4 (for AC solutions, particularly the VAR cost for the
compensated AC alternative) and Table 5 (for DC solutions) were included, and the total
cost was estimated based on the applicable power-based cost coefficient cMVA, the distance-
based coefficients ckm or a combination of the two cMVA−km to the site characteristics
(distance, rating).

This is described in (17):

cn =
(

P ∑ cMVA + d ∑ ckm + P d ∑ cMVA−km
)
∗
(
1 + ∑ c%

)
(17)

4.8. Objective Function

The optimal cost solution (OS, built in either AC, compensated AC or DC) is deter-
mined as in (18) as the least expensive technically feasible solution based on each connection
configuration as explained in 3.4 and illustrated in Figure 10. Each site will have mul-
tiple grid connection proposals which are deemed feasible (ranges in Figure 10) hence
the optimum solution for each offshore candidate is the solution of least cost (OS) across
all possibilities. Once the candidates are suited with the most cost-effective AC or DC
configuration, the model proceeds to find the best clusters.

OS = min(CAC, CAC w/ VAR, CDC) (18)
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Figure 10. Example of the grid connection ranges proposed by the optioneering model.

Figure 10 is representative of the model operation and not specific case data, hence the
absence of units in the axis. The goal of the mentioned figure is to introduce the reader to
the idea that the output of the three main technical solutions (AC, compensated AC and DC)
are a range of each—there are several solutions which are technically feasible in either. The
algorithm, within the overlap of these ranges, will select the most cost-effective solution.

The loss capitalization and operational costs would require a detailed evaluation that
incorporates, for example, the uptime of each facility, the expected lifetime of the site, fuel,
and CO2 taxation, which is outside the scope of this review. Additionally, both the cost of
onshore energy production or the fuel at the offshore side, in addition to the country- or
region-specific regulations, namely tariffs, taxes, fees, or bonds would not allow for a solid
comparison across all candidates given their geographical distribution. For that reason, the
decision that remain are based only on the CAPEX.

5. Results
5.1. Model Validation

The model was validated based on the existing offshore connections, particularly the
existing PFS. Figure 11 shows the distance and average power rating of the candidates
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(columns) as well as the existing PFS sites (dots), colour-coded based on the technology
used. The maximum distance output matches the expectations set in Section 1 [63] to about
70–80 km.
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Figure 11. Technical range of HVAC and HVDC applications.

The plot is a combination of bar/scatter. The left-hand axis represents the candidates’
ratings (bar plot, colour coded depending on the grid connection technology used), whereas
the right-hand axis represents the scatter plot (rating of existing sites). There is a good
overlap of the estimated connections over the existing sites, yet there are also several
outliers (in existing connections) that are also identifiable where HVAC is used at long
distances by means of a much higher voltage (e.g., 300 kV). Since the decision is made on
cost (after technical clearance of the solution) these kinds of results are expected.

5.2. Model Results

Figure 12 shows the number of sites for each technology with reference to the voltage
level and cable size used. Following 80 kVDC, the most common solution for AC is at 220 kV,
followed by 132 and 66 kV. From a technical standpoint, about 25% of the candidates can
be supplied using AC, however once cost is factored in, the usage of DC is close to 90%.
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As illustrated in Figure 13, the low usage of HVAC is mainly due to the average site
distance (80% are above 100 km) paired with a typically high rating (80–100 MW). This
leads to the use of oversized cables to ensure that the distance and the voltage criteria
are met so as to operate significantly below their natural load. Comparing with DC, that
solution is not cost efficient.
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Figure 13. Optioneering selection results for the O&G candidates (rating vs distance to shore).

The compensation required averaged 100% of the rated power at the remote end and,
in some cases, totaled around 170%, both of which are hardly viable from a commercial
standpoint, as already proven in Figure 14. For about 45% of the sites, it is feasible to
connect in AC without reactive compensation, which is due to the cost of stations and
cables being of a higher cost than the compensation, even at the expense of using highly
oversized cables (630 to 1000 mm2). Finally, Figure 15 shows that the HVDC alternative is
generally more cost-effective especially as the distance increases.
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Figure 15 is intended to provide the reader with a view of the CAPEX evolution with
the increase in the size of the grid interconnection. This sustains the claim that HVDC
solutions tend to be more cost-effective for the ever-increasing size of OWF and O&G
production sites.

This cost similarity between the AC and DC solutions in a range of 80–100 km supports
the economical break-even threshold mentioned in the literature. Another observation
drawn from the model is that there are cases (about 5%) where the distance is so large,
above 300–400 km, that it may make more sense from a commercial standpoint to remain
with the on-board power generation.

5.3. HVAC and HVDC Modules

The modules are made of voltage and active power rating envelopes. Based on the
results presented in Figure 11, the most common AC voltages resulting from the model
are 66, 132 and 220 kV. Regarding the DC envelopes, only the 80 kVDC envelope (although
encompassing a wider range of cable sizes) was selected as the most adequate choice. The
operational ranges of each envelope represented in Figure 16 (green, red, blue for AC and
grey for DC) are drawn around the candidates (black dots):
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The limited range of the application of AC is clear and it is notable that a lower voltage
can be more cost-effective within a short power/distance range. This lower voltage is
made at the expense of larger cables, which, given their lower insulation level, have a
lower capacitive characteristic and can tap a slightly higher distance. Another conclusion
is that, since the compensation is located onshore it requires a larger cable size to carry the
reactive power current “bandwidth” to the offshore site, further driving up the cost of the
AC alternative.

6. Conclusions

In this research paper, the suitability of multiple grid connection solutions was ad-
dressed from an O&G perspective. The installed bases for both sites, as well as offshore AC
and DC substations, have been captured in the second section, and such a portfolio was
used to estimate the power requirement and cost coefficients for our model. In the third
section the HVAC and HVDC transmission models were reviewed, alongside their techni-
cal limitations, setting the framework for the optioneering model presented in the fourth
section, which allowed us to draft conclusions on the set of most suitable and cost-effective
PFS solutions.

On one hand, the model has rendered satisfactory results and confirmed that a stan-
dardization of the connection setup is here made possible by limiting the voltage levels
to three steps and it is possible to identify which of the voltage levels is better suited
depending on the power rating and distance of the candidate. Additionally, the same
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power/distance envelopes are consistent with existing grid connections therefore vali-
dating the algorithm. On the other hand, the investigation was heavily focused on the
calculation of an efficient AC connection setup given their lower cost, yet the number of
suitable AC cases is low.

One of the ways the efficiency of the model was measured was by comparing the cost
of the bespoke connection configuration that best suited each individual candidate versus
the ideal standardized envelope outputted by the model as shown in Figure 15. However,
the use of the three standard AC voltages would mean that 25% of the AC cases or less
than 3% of the overall pool would be adjusted to match an envelope, hence the impact is
too narrow to digest. In a nutshell, the results show that the standardization of the AC
connections renders a small advantage versus a regular approach, as the AC cases are
so few in O&G production. Further investigation will be made towards addressing DC
alternatives (both HVDC and MVDC) and the use of offshore renewables directly connected
to their sites, in a similar fashion to the Hywind Tampen project [51].

The results are also quite important for OWF applications because the OHVS shares
many of its characteristics, and those OWF applications will take stock of the findings
of this model as well. As seen in Section 2 the power range in OWF is extremely wide,
however the voltage options are less so. This means that the modular approach may also be
successful since the rating is easier to standardize and escalate by means of power modules
(e.g., larger power transformers or additional switchgear bays).
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Abbreviations

Acronym Full Name
ABCD Transmission Line Model Parameters (Admittance Matrix)
AC Alternating Current
BoE Barrel of Oil-Equivalent
CAPEX Capital Expenditure
CIGRÉ International Council on Large Electric Systems
CO2 Carbon Dioxide
DC Direct Current
DNV-GL Det Norske Veritas—Germanischer Lloyd
ENTSO-E European Network of Transmission System Operators
EPCI Engineering, Procurement, Construction and Installation
FCT Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia
GIS Gas-Insulated Switchgear
HVAC High Voltage Alternated Current
HVDC High Voltage Direct Current
LCA Life-Cycle Assessment
LCC Line-Commutated Converter
LCOE Levelized Cost of Energy
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MMC Modular Multilevel Converter
MV Medium Voltage
MVDC Medium Voltage Direct Current
O&G Oil and Gas
OFGEM Great Britain’s Office of Gas and Electricity Markets
OHVS Offshore High Voltage Substation(s)
OPEC Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
OPEX Operational Expenditure
OTM Offshore Transformer Module
OWF Offshore Wind Farm
PFS Power from Shore
PoW Point-on-Wave
STATCOM Static Synchronous VAR Compensation
SVC Static Var Compensation
TSO Transmission System Operator
VAr Reactive Power
VSC Voltage-Sourced Converter

Nomenclature
Variable Full Variable Description (Units)
Pr Active Power at reception (remote end or offshore) (MVA)
PDC Active Power Flow (MW)
YVAR Admittance of reactive power compensation system (S)
CMVA Cost factor per unit of Active Power (Euro/MW)
CMVA−km Cost factor per unit of Active Power and Distance (Euro/MW.km)
C% Cost factor per unit of Cost (%/Total Cost)
Ckm Cost factor per unit of Distance (Euro/km)
Ie Current at emission (local end or onshore (A)
Ir Current at reception (remote end or offshore) (A)
ϕ Difference between Voltage Angle at emission and reception (º)
xtrigg Distance at the point of fault trigger (km)
xtriggn Distance at the point of fault trigger for each variable n under review (km)
pBoE Equivalent oil production of O&G offshore site (BoE)
x1, x2 Interpolated values of distance (km)
y1, y2 Interpolated values of variable (variable units)
G Line Conductance (S/km)
IDC Line Current (ADC)
XL Line Impedance (Ω/km)
B Line Susceptance (S/km)
UDC Line Voltage (kVDC)
ZL Longitudinal Impedance (Ω)
IM Maximum current for selected cable k per-phase (A)
dmaxk Maximum distance for that cable solution k is feasible (km)
I0 No-Load Current (local end or onshore) (A)
U0 No-Load Voltage (remote end or offshore) (kV)
OS Optimal solution (per candidate) (Euro)
Pe Power requirement for O&G offshore site (MW)
Cratio Ratio between the reactive power compensation required and adjusted
Qr Reactive Power at reception (remote end or offshore) (MVAR)

Qrdmax

Reactive power compensation calculated (under boundary conditions) at
dmaxk (MVAR)

QVAR Reactive power compensation required for scenario (MVAR)
RL Resistance per-km (DC cable) (Ω/km)
R Resistance per-km (Ω/km)
Cn Total cost of candidate (Euro)
CAC Total cost using AC solution (for candidate) (Euro)

CAC w/VAR
Total cost using AC solution including Reactive Compensation (for
candidate) (Euro)

CDC Total cost using DC solution (for candidate) (Euro)
YT Transverse Admittance (S)
ytrigg Variable value at the point of fault trigger (variable units)
ϕUe /ϕUr Voltage Angle at emission (local end)/reception (remote end) (◦)
Ue Voltage at emission (local end or onshore) (kV)
Ur Voltage at reception (remote end or offshore) (kV)
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